Abstract-Conventional zero-shot learning approaches often suffer from severe performance degradation in the generalized zero-shot learning (GZSL) scenario, i.e., to recognize test images that are from both seen and unseen classes. This paper studies the Class-level Over-fitting (CO) and empirically shows its effects to GZSL. We then address ZSL as a triple verification problem and propose a unified optimization of regression and compatibility functions, i.e., two main streams of existing ZSL approaches. The complementary losses mutually regularizes the same model to mitigate the CO problem. Furthermore, we implement a deep extension paradigm to linear models and significantly outperform state-of-the-art methods in both GZSL and ZSL scenarios on the four standard benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, a large quantity of researches focus on extending image or video classification to large-scale, which is due to the appearance of large-scale datasets such as ImageNet, and powerful techniques such as deep learning. However, image classification on large-scale datasets is still a big problem since there are many rare or fine-grained categories beside common image classes, training samples of those categories are hard to be collected. Therefore, it is necessary to find methods for recognizing unseen images with the only knowledge from seen images. Inspired by the way of recognizing unseen classes from human beings, many researches turn to classify unseen classes using Zero-shot Learning (ZSL) [1] - [7] .
Zero-shot learning aims to learn a classification model which is trained on the samples belong to seen classes, but can be transferred to be applied on test data belongs to unseen classes, which is similar as the concept of transfer learning [8] - [10] . However, we observe that most of the literatures still focus on the conventional ZSL, which assumes the test images only come from unseen classes. Only a few recent papers [6] , [11] - [13] concern the more realistic but challenging Generalised ZSL (GZSL) which considers a simultaneous recognition for both seen and unseen classes. Conventional ZSL approaches often suffer from severe performance degradation in GZSL scenarios. This paper thus aims to have a thorough investigation of GZSL. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• Introducing the Class-level Over-fitting (CO) problem in GZSL with empirical analysis of its impact to the performance.
• A Triple Verification framework which incorporates regression and compatibility functions into a unified optimization that can be simply implemented.
• A deep extension paradigm so that previous and future ZSL approaches may benefit from deep models.
• Extensive experiments on four benchmarks manifest the effectiveness of our framework to GZSL and the CO problem. Even the simple linear model can beat some state-of-the-art results. The deep extension consistently outperforms the benchmarks in both ZSL and GZSL scenarios. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first clarify the definition of ZSL and GZSL. Then, we explain the CO problem and why would it be important for GZSL. Section 2 reviews existing ZSL frameworks and their potential advantages for GZSL. Details of our linear and deep approaches are introduced in Section 3. Experimental results are described in Section 4 which is followed by a brief conclusion of the whole paper.
A. Definition
ZSL problems involve three steps: training, inference, and test, which are formalized as follows: 1) Training: Let (x 1 , a 1 , y 1 ), · · · , (x N , a N , y N ) ⊆ X s × A s × Y s denote the training set of visual features, attributes, and seen class labels in 3-tuples, where N is the number of training samples; X s = [x dn ] ∈ R D×N is a D-dimensional visual feature space; A s = [a ln ] ∈ R L×C is an L-dimensional attribute space; and y n ∈ {1, · · · , C} consists of C discrete labels of seen classes. Note that the rank of A s often equals to C since samples from the same class are assumed to have the same attributes. Bold typeface denotes matrices and vectors.
2) Inference: It is a unique procedure of ZSL compared to conventional learning paradigm due to additional human intervene. Since unseen class labels are novel and discrete concepts, the key solution to ZSL associates these novel concepts to obtained training sources by human teaching (Y ). The typical way is to represent unseen labels in a knowledge domain, e.g. attributes:
where U denotes the total number of unseen classes, Y u ∩ Y s = ∅. Hat and subscript u denote information of unseen classes. In this way, the inference can be achieved on the aligned visual and attribute domains min L((X), (Y )), which varies in different ZSL frameworks.
3) Test: Conventional ZSL considers that test images are from unseen classes only, i.e. f :x → Y u = {C + 1, ..., C +U }. In reality, however, it is expected to classifyx from seen and unseen classes in a unified model. Such a problem is known as the Generalised Zero-shot Learning, which will be the focus of this paper. The problem is formalized as:
B. Class-Level Over-Fitting
Conventional over-fitting problem refers to failure generation to new observations. In the context of GZSL, a robust model trained on X s may generalize well to new observations from Y s or Y u separately but completely fails on Y s ∪ Y u . In Fig. 1 , we intuitively illustrate the problem as a trade-off between fitting to seen and unseen classes. Since only A and B are present during training, conventional robust fitting will attempt to cover wider range and results in poor generalization to D. A proper ZSL fitting, on the other hand, requires the model only fit the observed seen classes rather than over generalize to a wider range so as to leave risk bounds for unseen classes. Such a trade-off is defined as the Classlevel Over-fitting (CO) problem. Although similar concern is proposed at the early stage of ZSL [14] , there is lack of systematic study. Note that CO is different to Domain Shifting (DS) [15] or Hubness problems [16] , [17] which often require the observations of target domain, i.e. either unlabeled unseen data X u or attributes Y u for measurement. The former one is known as Transductive ZSL which to some extends violates the 'unseen' assumption. In contrast, the CO problem focuses on the parameter fitting at training stage without any prior inference of unseen classes.
In this paper, we focus on settling down the above introduced problem of CO. We propose a method called Triple Verification Network (TVN), which contains one verification in orthogonal space with Orthogonal Projection (OP), and two verifications in both feature and attribute space with Dual Regression (DR). OP intends to project all the seen classes into an orthogonal space where all the seen classes are orthogonal to each other, which is different from conventional methods that only maximize inter-class distances in the attribute space. Such a process can obtain equivalent or better performance and faster convergence speed, which can be discovered in our experiments. However, only using this type of compatible methods may lead to information loss on semantics, and finally cause CO on unseen classes. DR aims to compensate for this defect, and regresses both original features and attributes with two separate flows, which can preserve semantics and keep a wider range so as to be compatible for unseen classes. With the combination of both OP and DR, We can not only accelerate the convergence speed, but also improve the performance of GZSL.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Task Comparison
We summarize and compare existing ZSL tasks in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 (B) holds the same setting of seen classes and test images [18] . The only additional information is that all of unlabeled unseen images are available (C/D). Although Transductive ZSL has some realistic values, the challenge is significantly reduced compared to conventional ZSL due to that the prior distribution of unseen classes can be estimated. In order to leverage the power of 'transductive' but not violates the 'unseen' assumption, an alternative scenario is known as Semantic Transductive ZSL (ST-ZSL) in Fig. 2 (C) . Compared to T-ZSL, ST-ZSL utilize richer semantic attributes at instance-level to mitigate the missing of unseen visual data. Finally, in Fig. 2 (D) , we illustrate the task of GZSL. The preliminary of seen and unseen classes is the same to conventional ZSL. However, the task requires to classify both seen (A,B) and unseen (C,D) classes. From the comparison we can see that the difficulty of GZSL is much higher than the first three scenarios.
B. Framework Comparison
This paper addresses ZSL and GZSL as a verification problem. Namely, given a pair (x, a), we predict whether they belong to the same class. This shares the spirit of Metric Learning [19] - [21] . The emphasis of verification concerns the problem setup. For example, in face verification [22] , the test attributes and faces are strictly unavailable for training. However, there is no clear consent whether the inference stage can be used to tune parameters. Apart from setups, the verification task belongs to a main-stream compatibility learning framework [14] , [23] , [24] . The other main stream is the regression learning framework [25] - [30] . In short, compatibility functions aim to solve the classification problem by directly associating visual samples X to target labels Y , whereas regression functions focus on learning shared representation to mitigate the heterogeneous distribution between X and A so as to employ conventional classifier, such as NN [30] or SVM [6] , [31] . We summarize some bare-bone frameworks in Fig. 3 . While most regression approaches follow (A) [25] , [32] , [33] , recent papers start to investigate novel frameworks (B) [30] , [34] and (C) [29] . Although some hybrid models also combine representation learning and classification [35] - [37] , [37] , [38] , our framework uniquely unifies compatibility and regression at the objective and optimization level while previous hybrid methods learn the regression in an implicit way [35] .
C. GZSL
Such a problem is proposed at the very beginning of ZSL literatures [14] . However, only little work formally considers this issue. Compatibility approaches [36] , [39] are generally using a naive scheme of anomaly detection to differentiate unseen from seen classes [11] . Recent regression approaches employ powerful regularizations to predict unseen exemplars [3] - [6] , [13] from the attribute domain so as to classify seen and unseen samples together. However, since the regression is not associated with the label domain Y , the resultant classifiers still suffer from the CO problem. Inspired by conventional solution to the over-fitting using ensemble [40] , we incorporate compatibility and regression into a triple verification framework to achieve parameter-level ensemble, despite some existing joint regression models [41] .
There is a large volume of literatures on various contributions to ZSL, such as auxiliary information [42] , [43] , video domain [44] , applications [45] - [47] , debates [12] , [48] - [50] , etc. Since this paper focuses on GZSL frameworks, it is unnecessary to consider extension of literatures on other aspects.
III. APPROACH
We first prove that the compatibility framework can be viewed as a regression task on the latent embeddings w.r.t. label or similarity constraint. Such a proposition unifies the two main streams of ZSL, i.e. regression and compatibility-based frameworks using a simple Orthogonal Projection (OP). After that, we propose a Dual Regression (DR) algorithm together with the OP to achieve triple verification on visual features, attributes and latent embeddings so as to mitigate the CO problem.
Since many hard problems are proofed not linearly separable, we further introduce a simple paradigm to extend conventional linear models into end-to-end deep frameworks. Later, we empirically prove the deep extension effectively combines feature learning and classification and significantly improves the performance of both ZSL and GZSL without complicated regularization or optimization.
A. Compatibility and Orthogonal Projection
We consider a simple and straightforward compatibility function:
where · 2 F is the Frobenius norm; λ is the balance parameter for the regularization ; W ∈ R D×L is a linear projection matrix from X to A. S ∈ {0, 1} N×N is a similarity matrix of the label domain Y . S i j = 1 if x i and x j come from the same class, otherwise, S i j = 0. The rank of |S| is equal to |Y |. Different from [24] that uses Y ∈ {0, 1} C×N as supervision, our method focuses on the pair-wise relationship that is a typical Verification problem.
In order to incorporate compatibility methods with regression, we also consider a general form of regression approaches:
where (·) and (·) can be any transforms to align the two domains; S is a distance function measuring the similarity between two embeddings; can be any regularization, such as graph [31] or low-rank [28] . This paper considers the simplest linear problem which leads to following proposition. Let W x ∈ R K ×D and W a ∈ R K ×L be two linear projection matrices that project visual features x i ∈ X and attributes a i ∈ A into a latent embedding space V ∈ R K ×N . Then, the compatibility function Eq. 1 can be implicitly equivalent to Eq. 2 without configuration of K , if the distant function S(·) measures the orthogonality of two latent embeddings:
Proof: Firstly, we specify Eq. 2 to the above linear Orthogonal Projection (OP) function: 
where < · > is the inner product which ideally gives X W x W a A = S if we ignore the regularization. By merging the two continuous linear projections W = W x W a , the problem becomes Eq. 1.
It is easy to show that similar frameworks also share the compatibility-regression conversion. For example, ESZSL [24] only changes the similarity matrix S into class-level, i.e. S ∈ R C×N . Due to the space limitations, we leave the open proposition for future work.
Eq. 1 has a standard quadratic formulation, and it is convex with a global optimal solution. To optimize it, simply take a derivative w.r.t. W, and then let it equal to 0, which gives the equation below:
For clarity, we defineÂ = X X ,B = λ( A A ) −1 , and C = X S A ( A A ) −1 , the problem then becomes a well-know Sylvester equation which can be solved efficiently by the Bartels-Stewart algorithm [51] . In Matlab, it can be solved by using only one line code
B. Dual Regression Due to the CO problem, a single view verification on the latent embedding V may suffer from the bias. Inspired by the solution to conventional over-fitting problem using ensemble learning, we incorporate X-A and A-X as additional hypothesis so as to suppress the bias via complementary verifications. However, we argue that conventional classifier ensemble, e.g. majority voting, may be suffering from each corrupted single view and results in unreliable overall prediction. Therefore, we consider a more challenging ensemble on the parameterlevel, i.e. how to achieve the triple verification using one transform W. We first formalize the Dual Regression (DR) problem:
where, W † x and W † a are the pseudo inverse of matrix W x and W a . Considering tied weights [52] , we have: W † x = W x and W † a = W a . Therefore, equation (7) can be rewritten as,
For both simplicity and consistency to Eq. 1, we use Least Square Error which leads to the following loss function:
where α and β are balance parameters adjusting the weights of the three verification losses. As proofed in proposition 1, the first item of Eq. 9 is equivalent to constrain the orthogonality of different features and attributes in an implicit embedding space V . The second and third items constrain the dual regression between visual and attribute spaces, which can be interpreted as another two verifications in the encoder-decoder version.
Note that there is no regularization term W 2 F in Eq. 9. This is because we have defined the symmetric encoder-decoder terms:
F cannot be large or over-fitting to any direction. Otherwise it will lead to large values in the latent space V and consequently results in much larger values than that expected in the reconstruction space X or A, and will be penalized automatically. In a nutshell, the regularization term W 2 F has been taken into account by the trade-off of DR in the triple verification.
Optimization: Eq. 9 still has a standard quadratic formulation, which is convex and has a global optimal solution. Similar to Eq. 5, we simply take a derivative of the Eq. 9 w.r.t. W, and let it equal to 0, we have:
The above Eq. 10 can be easily deducted to
To ensure A A and X X are non-singular and invertible, we add a small γ multiplied by an identity matrix I . Let ( A A ) −1 ≈ ( A A +γ I) −1 and (X X ) −1 ≈ (X X +γ I) −1 , Eq. 11 then can be simplified by:
Similar to Eq. 5, the problem is again converted into the Sylvester equation and can be solved in the same way as that in Eq. 6.
Verification: After tuning W, we can carry out zero-shot test in a verification fashion. Due to the orthogonality, the inner product of a projected test image W xx with its corresponding attribute W aâ should have a larger value than that of other unmatched pairs. Thus, we can use the following equation to verify which is the corresponding class label of the testx:
C. Deep Extensions
Although recent ZSL approaches have adopted pre-trained deep models on 1K classes of the ImageNet for feature extraction, it is still not readily to resolve current ZSL problems with linear models. To avoid complicated regularizations or assumptions, this paper proposes a practical paradigm to extend linear models into end-to-end deep networks. We first introduce the equivalent deep extension to our linear model. Furthermore, we summarize a general way to extend baseline linear models into deep versions.
1) Our Deep Model:
The overall framework is illustrated in Fig. 4 . We start from the compatibility function. For clarity, we keep the notations consistent to the linear model. Note that the latent space in the Eq. 3 is implicitly implemented by merging the two successive linear projections. In the deep model it is easy to explicitly achieve V by a deep regression network: F(x; x ) : X ∈ R D×N → V ∈ R K ×N , which projects X into the latent embedding space V (F(·) for short). Similarly, we define G(a; a ) : A ∈ R L×N → V ∈ R K ×N , which projects the attribute A into the shared latent embedding space V (G(·) for short). In F-net and G-net, x and a are parameters of the network. a) Verification pair sampling: Since the optimization of deep network may require stochastic gradient decent in batch fashions, we re-define S accordingly. Specifically, we set the input as a 3-tuple of (x i , a i , s i ) , where if the visual feature x i and attribute a i belong to the same class, s i equals to 1, otherwise 0. At each epoch, positive pairs are selected using all of X and their corresponding A, which gives N positive pairs. Negative pairs consist of all of X and randomly picked dissimilar attributes from other classes, which gives another N negative pairs. In total, we have 2N pairs in 
where, · is the inner product of F(x i ) and G(a i ). Similar to the linear version, we incorporate the DR so as to mitigate the CO problem in GZSL. This can be simply achieved by the symmetric encoder-decoder architectures. As shown in Fig. 4 , we swipe and reverse the encoders F-net and G-net, which can be denoted as: F (v;
x ) and G (v; a ), where the configurations are x = x and a = a . Note that only positive pairs can contribute to the dual regression. Therefore, we use the same similarity score s i ∈ {0, 1} to differentiate. The resultant DR loss is:
Combing Eq. 14 and Eq. 15) gives the final loss:
where α and β are the same balance parameters as that in the linear model. Eq. 16 is differentiable with respected to the network parameters x and a , and the total network is an end-to-end fully connected neural network, which can be optimized using the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) method. The convergence of SGD has been proved in [55] , and we also show the convergence curve of the loss function Eq. 16 on dataset SUN at the learning rate of 1×10 −4 in Fig. 5 . b) Network configuration: To proof the feasibility, we adopt the simplest architectures. The total architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where F-net has two fully connected layers with a ReLU activation layer in between. Given the dimensionality of latent space K , F-net can be denoted as F(x) and v a = G(a) , we compute the inner product of them v x , v a and execute a sigmoi d operation before mapping it to the verification loss L C E . The above mentioned architecture of F(x) and G(a) can be found in Fig. 6 , and the F (·) and G (·) are the corresponding inverse processes respectively, which are omitted here for the sake of concision. c) Verification: During the test, input imagesx are fed into the F-net and mapped to latent space V . At the same time, all of the attributes are converted into V as a gallery. Similar to the linear model, the final prediction will be the pair with highest verification score.
2) Deep Extension Paradigm: Since our model incorporates three losses, each of which can represent the "bare-bone" of existing approaches. Therefore, we propose a deep extension paradigm so that previous and future ZSL methods can benefit from the deep network regardless different assumptions and regularizations. As shown in Fig. 7, (A) and (B) represent the most popular visual-semantic and semantic-visual regression frameworks. The configuration is the same as that in our deep model and the loss can be found in Eq. 15. (C) stands for the classic compatibility framework and we use Eq. 14 as the loss function.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Since there are too many aspects can affect the ZSL performance, a fair protocol is important to evaluate the method. This paper strictly follow the new protocol in CVPR 2017 [12] . Despite missing a few recent work, it appears a fair, comprehensive, and up-to-date benchmark. We also encourage future researchers can update the benchmark in a collaborative way by reporting higher scores in their own paper. This should also include improved implementation of previous methods reported in the benchmark. We compare to state-of-the-art results in both GZSL and conventional ZSL scenarios. Furthermore, we empirically proof key statements with in-depth analysis.
A. Datasets and Settings
Zero-shot learning assumes that the seen and unseen classes are disjoint. This should also consider the feature extraction process using pre-trained deep model. Due to many unseen classes in conventional splits [38] have severe overlapping to the ImageNet, which breaks the definition of ZSL, this paper adopts the corrected seen/unseen splits, which guarantees that there is no such overlapping issues. Due to space limitations, more concerns about the settings can be found in [12] . The new statistics of the benchmarks are presented in Tab. I.
1) Visual Features and Auxiliary Information:
Excepting learning frameworks, the adopted visual features and auxiliary information can be arguably the most significant aspects to affect the final performance. Since this paper focuses on the learning framework, to eliminate other confusions, we strictly evaluate our methods using standard visual features and attributes provided by [12] , which are deep features from the pre-trained model of ResNet and class-level attributes, respectively.
2) Implementations: All of our linear models are either Least Square or Sylvester equations which can be simply implemented by a few lines in Matlab. Deep extensions can be simply implemented by the off-the-shelf TensorFlow. Key hyper-parameters include balance parameters α, β and the dimension of latent space K . Here, we emphasize the difference of ZSL cross-validation to conventional machine learning approaches. Compared to inner-splits of training samples within each class, ZSL problem requires inter-splits by in turn regarding part of seen classes as unseen. Although a thorough cross-validation may significantly reduce the CO problem in GZSL, to evaluate the contribution of our framework, we adopt the standard cross-validation in [12] to obtain the optimal hyper-parameters before the test, and the optimal hyper-parameters are reported in Tab. III. We suggest that better performance can be achieved by more advance cross-validation strategies, such as bagging and other ensemble learning, for future improvements.
B. Comparison With State-of-the-Art Methods
We follow most of the results in [12] . We also observe better scores of the recent SAE [29] in our own implementation, which is denoted by '*'. Other than the search space difference to conventional ZSL (C + U vs C), GZSL also separately evaluates the results of testing images from seen (tr) and unseen (ts) classes. The overall performance can be evaluated by the Harmonic Score [12] :
where, acc tr and acc ts are accuracies of test images from seen and unseen classes, respectively. Conventionally, people may concern more about acc ts to see whether the prediction has resolved the bias towards seen classes. Since we argue the existence of the CO problem, acc tr and acc ts now can be viewed as a trade-off problem. This is because an over-fitted model to seen classes can leads to high acc tr but consequently harms acc ts and the H score. We report the results based on parameters (consistent to acc tr and acc ts ) which can achieve highest H score during cross-validation. The comparison with state-of-the-art results is summarized in Tab. II. Note that even our simple linear model can outperform all the other 13 methods (CMT*: CMT with novelty detection) on dataset AWA, and results of our deep model consistently exceeds all scores on the four datasets. The improvements of H score over all of the benchmarks are nearly 10% in average.
1) Empirical Study of Class-Level Over-Fitting:
It is noticeable that our methods with highest H scores never achieve best tr performance. To better understand the CO problem and investigate the limit of our models, we follow two extreme rules, i.e. Max tr and Max ts in the cross-validation. Results are summarized in Tab. IV. Our observation is that by setting one weight of the triple verification loss to a larger value than the other two, the model can go over-fitting easily and results in high tr scores, which proofs the effectiveness of the balanced triple verification framework to the CO problem. We also observe that some "over-balanced" parameters can result in very high ts scores but significantly reduce the corresponding tr scores. Such a phenomena can be viewed as a strong empirical evidence of the existence of the CO problem. However, we have not discovered specific control of the CO using hyper-parameters, which we leave it as an open challenge for future study. A conclusion according to the results is that deep models can better withstand the CO problem than linear models.
2) Comparison on Conventional ZSL: Since most of existing approaches focus on conventional ZSL, we also make the comparison in Tab. V. Due to previous methods vary in different evaluation protocols, [12] proposes a new standard and evaluates key state-of-the-art approaches using the following 
where recalls that C is the number of test classes. Such a metric also applies to our GZSL results. Note that, in conventional ZSL the search space is C rather than C + U . From the results, the most competitive methods to our approaches are ALE [23] , SYNC [36] , SJE [58] , DEVISE [56] . Our linear model beats other 12 methods on SUN and aPY, and achieves the second best positions on CUB and AWA, which are just 0.7% lower than SYNC [36] and 0.9% lower than SJE [58] , respectively. Our deep model consistently outperforms all of the compared methods with improvements from 1.5% to 3.2%. Note that such results share the same parameters in GZSL, which lead to the following positive conclusion: despite focus on higher H score for GZSL, the model is substantially balanced for conventional ZSL.
C. Detailed Evaluation
To better understand the success of our method, we can answer some main concerns and proof the key statements in our approach with detailed evaluations.
1) Results of Different Hyper-Parameters:
In our method, there are three hyper-parameters, one is the learning rate, here is set as 1 × 10 −4 , and another two are the balancing coefficients α and β. Although α and β are selected via crossvalidation, which can be found in Tab. III, we still show the performance of our method under different values in Fig. 9 . Since our method focus on GZSL, we illustrate both the Harmonic score and the test accuracy of conventional ZSL to analyze the influence of the two parameters. From the Fig. 9 , we can discover that the results are almost consistent with that we show in Tab. III. Even though there exists a few violations, which have the best results under the parameters not equal to those in Tab. III, but they are very close to the optimal values. The reason of the violations is that the optimal parameters are calculated with cross-validation with only seen classes, and it is very normal to have a little bias.
2) Quantitative Results of the CO Problem: In Fig. 8 , we use four classes in SUN as an example and visualize the latent embeddings of the proposed baseline deep models in Fig. 7 and see their improvements to CO. Only for A-X, we use instance-level attributes of SUN. Since models A, B and C attempt to fit the seen classes (red and blue), the resultant unseen features (green and purple) are separable for conventional ZSL but remains biased towards seen classes, which may severely degrade the GZSL performance. In our combined triple verification (D), complementary losses significantly mitigate the CO problem and better discriminate unseen from seen classes. 
3) Separate Contributions of OP and DR:
Since the combined triple verification is proofed effective, the followed question is: "How much contribution does each loss function make?" We separately evaluate our models using either Orthogonal Projection (OP) or Dual Regression (DR). Results are summarized in Tab. VI. We observe that, on SUN and aPY, OP and DR equally benefit ZSL and GZSL. On AWA, however, OP performs slightly lower than DR on ZSL but higher on tr and H in GZSL (DR may be CO-ed). On CUB, OP has higher accuracy in ZSL with similar results to DR in GZSL. The phenomenons appear on AWA and CUB are caused by two reasons: first, the main function of OP is to project all the classes into a latent space, where the distance of each class pair is encourage to be large, even the very similar ones, while DR aims at reconstructing the original features or attributes to preserve the semantic meanings, which can alleviate the problem of CO. Second, AWA is a coarse-grained dataset, where all the classes are far way from each other originally, and the large variance between the classes can easily lead to CO, so the effect of OP is not as good as that of DR; while CUB is a fine-grained dataset, where all the classes are very close to each other, and the variance between the classes is not so big, therefore, OP can outperform DR greatly. All of the above results are lower than that compared to the triple verification in Tab. V and II. Therefore, we can confidently conclude that, although OP is better than DR on CUB, and DR is slightly better than OP on AWA, they are clearly complementary to each other. 
4) Sensitivity to Latent Space Dimensionality:
The latent embedding is implicitly implemented in the linear model, which may indicate our framework is not sensitive to the latent space dimensionality K . To confirm this and see its effects to the CO problem, we also show the corresponding ZSL accuracy at different fitting stage. Note that this is not a convergence graph. The parameters are fixed to that achieved from cross-validation and tests are carried out separately. Results are reported in Fig. 10 .
Since the total category numbers are 717 and 200 for SUN and CUB respectively, we first construct the network with different k ranging from 100 to 2100 for SUN and from 100 to 800 for CUB, and then compute the corresponding ZSL accuracies. We draw the accuracy curves according to different k and illustrate them in Fig. 10 . In the Fig. 10 , we can find that when k > 700 for the dataset SUN and k > 300 for the dataset CUB, the curves are almost the same with each other and they achieve the best performances. Since the class numbers are 717 and 200 for SUN and CUB respectively, it implies that the dimension of latent space should be higher than the number of total categories, but not the higher the better. Especially, for the dataset CUB, when k = 700 and k = 800, the better performance will appear at about 200K iterations, but it will converge to the same accuracy as other parameters. In our experiment for ZSL and GZSL, we set k equal to double the number of total classes, e.g. k = 1414 for SUN and k = 400 for CUB.
There are two main conclusions can be made from the observation. Firstly, our method is not sensitive to K as if K is higher enough than the total number of test categories (U = 72 in this case). Higher K tends to perform equally well. Secondly, our method is stable and not prone to over-fitting. Increasing the training iterations will not significantly affect the final performance.
5) Convergence Analysis:
To analysis the convergence speed of our method, we record the iteration times and the corresponding accuracies of ZSL. For the sake of comparison, we also modified the loss function to a contrastive loss function, which is defined as the following equation,
where 2 is the distance between the projected feature x i and the projected attribute a i ; s i is the similarity of x i and a i , 1 for similar pair and 0 for dissimilar pair; δ is the max margin value.
In our experiments, we set two learning rates lr = 0.00001 and lr = 0.0001, and two margin values δ = 1 and δ = 0.5. These loss functions are optimised with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), and the batch size is set as 20. We draw the accuracy@iteration curves to show the convergence speed of our loss function and contrastive loss function, which are illustrated in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 has five curves, including different margin values and learning rates. From the figure, we can find that the loss function of our method can converge much faster than the contrastive loss, even at different learning rate. The best result of our method appears at about 250K iterations for lr = 0.00001 and 50K iterations for lr = 0.0001, but the contrastive loss function need about 750K iterations to achieve the best performance, which tells that our method can get at least 3X faster convergence speed comparing to contrastive loss function. Beside that, we can also discover that our method have lower variance than the contrastive loss during training.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper studied the CO problem in GZSL. We addressed ZSL as a verification problem and incorporated existing regression and compatibility frameworks into a unified optimization. Furthermore, a deep extension paradigm was proposed so that previous and future ZSL work could benefit from deep models. Our method consistently improved the performance in GZSL and ZSL over benchmark results. Detailed analysis manifested the effectiveness of the proposed framework to the CO problem. The underlying rationale between unified optimization and the CO problem requires future investigation. 
